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Induced Representations of Compact Lie Groups
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Akira KONO*

§ 1.

Introduction

Let G be a compact Lie group and R(G) its (complex) representation ring.
Then for any element xeR(G) there are complex representations V and W
such that x = V— W. Then the virtual character %x(g} (g e G) is defined by

As is well known x = y in R(G) if and only if
Lc(0)

=

Xy(0)

for any element g e G.
The Adams operation

\l/k : R(G) - > R(G)
is a ring homomorphism such that

for any g e G (cf. Adams [1]). On the other hand let H be a closed subgroup of
G. Then Segal defined in [8] the induction homomorphism
Ind^:£(H) - > R(G)
which is characterized by

for generic g where (G/fl> = {aHeG/.ff; gaH=aH} (cf. §2).
is denoted by f s ) .

(In [8], Indg
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In general ^Mndg^Ind^o^*.

The purpose of this paper is to show

Theorem 1. If(\G/G°\, k) = i then

for any closed subgroup H of G where G° is the connected component of the
identity of G.
The above theorem plays an important role in the proof of the Adams conjecture in [6].
Let G be a compact connected Lie group such that n^G) is torsion free and
U and 17' be its closed subgroups such that 17' c U. Consider the BeckerGottlieb transfer
P l :X(G/lO— *

K(G/U)

for the fibre bundle U/U' -*G/U'-^G/U (cf. [5], [7]).
the above theorem, we have

Then as a corollary of

Corollary 2. // U and V are connected and of maximal rank, then

§ 2. Proof of Theorem 1
In this section G is a compact Lie group and k is an integer such that
(|G/G°|, k)= 1. A closed cyclic subgroup C of G is called a Cartan subgroup if
and only if NG(C)/C is a finite group where NG(C) is the normalizer of C in G.
An element g E G is called generic if and only if it is a generator of a Cartan
subgroup of G. Then generic elements are dense in G (for details, see Segal
[8]). Moreover the following is remarked in Section 1 of Segal [8].
Lemma 2.1.

[C/C°| divides \G/G°\2.

Let H be a closed subgroup of G then the following is also due to Segal [8] :
Lemma 2.2.

If g is generic then

where (G/JBr)* = {aHGG/JET; gaH=aH}.

Using Lemma 2.1, we can easily prove the following:
Lemma 2.3.

// g is a generator of a Cartan subgroup C of G, then gk
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is also a generator of C.
Let g be a generic element. Then aH£(G/H)9 if and only if a~lga^M
which is equivalent to a~lCacH. Quite similarly aHe(G/H)9k is equivalent
to a~lCadH by Lemma 2.3. So we have
Lemma 2A

If g is generic then

for any closed subgroup H of G.
Now we can prove Theorem 1 . If g is generic then by Lemma 2.2,

=a

Z

l*(a-lgka)

and

since gfk is also generic by Lemma 2.3. Then applying Lemma 2.4, we have

for generic g. But since virtual characters are continuous and generic elements
are dense in C, we have

for any g eG and Theorem 1 is proved.

§ 3. Proof of Corollary 2
In this section G is a compact connected Lie group such that n^G) is torsion
free. 17 and 17' are its closed connected subgroups of maximal rank such that
ITcU.
Let Fbe a complex representation of U. The correspondence V-+GxvV
defines a homomorphism
a = a(G; IT): R(U) -

>K(G/U).

Since G is a compact free U-space, the following diagram commutes by
Proposition 5.4 of [7] :
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R(U')

g(G;tr)

> K(GIU')

R(IT)

g(Ciiy)

> K(G/U)9

where p, is the Becker-Gottlieb transfer for p: G/IT-+G/U.
On the other hand if U' is connected and of maximal rank then a(G; U')
is surjective by the Atiyah-Hirzebruch conjecture (cf. Snaith [9] or Pittie [10]).
So to prove pl°il/k = \l/k°pl9 we need only show p{°\l/k°a(Gi f7 / ) = ^fc°p!°a(G; U').
Since a(G; lP>^k = ^*oa(G; U) by definitions and Indg, °^fe =
by Theorem 1, we have
= a(G;
= a(G;

= ^opl0a(G; IT)
and so Corollary 2 is obtained.
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